ROLL
Using adjustable tracks and floor hockey balls, children can rearrange the magnetic tracks to see how fast the balls roll.

MATCH
Using shapes and familiar pictures, children hone their fine motor skills as they engage in pre-reading matching practice.

READ
A cozy book nook with shelves for age-appropriate favorites; children need access to high quality print materials, and this reading nook and bookshelf places books at a child’s level.

LISTEN
Jingle bells tucked away in a corner are a welcome discovery and a listening skills development opportunity for younger visitors.

SPIN
As children spin this colorful wheel, they see how primary colors mix to make secondary ones.

LOOK
I see you! A porthole sized peek-through space to talk to a friend or play hide and seek with a caregiver.

CRAWL
This short tunnel provides a feeling of independence and also assists in gross motor skill development in a safe environment.

BENCHES
Safe, partially enclosed space provides a feeling of protected play for adventurous toddlers, as well as a practice area for pulling up and a comfy spot for parents and caregivers to supervise age-appropriate play from a comfortable distance.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Ages 0-5

AVAILABLE
January 2014 & beyond

MISSISSIPPI CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
WWW.MCM.MS 1.877.793.KIDS (5437)
CONCEPT
A safe space for younger visitors to explore motor skills development and early literacy skills.

GOAL
Promotes pre-school and kindergarten readiness through activities designed to teach:
• Letter Recognition
• Sound Differentiation
• Reading Readiness
• Shapes and Colors
• Cause-and-Effect
• Motor Skills Development
• Social Skills Development

EQUIPMENT
• 5 modular wall components
• 2 butcher block benches
• Roll interactive, with 6 floor hockey balls and 6 adjustable tracks and collection bin
• Match interactive, with 8 puzzle pieces and collection bin
• Read interactive, with 12 children’s book titles appropriate for ages 0-5
• Listen interactive with jingle bells
• 2 spin interactives: a color turning wheel and a spinner with beads
• Mirror with starboard surround
• Look porthole
• 2-way crawl tunnel
• Interlocking soft foam floor tiles cut to fit exhibit

OVERALL FOOTPRINT
Height: 4’
Width: 16’
Depth: 7’

PRICE
(3 MONTH RENTAL FEE)
$2,500 plus shipping

To rent, please contact our Education team at (601) 981-5469 or education@mcm.ms.
Bring a Mississippi Children’s Museum exhibit to your community!